
Basic accessibility 

Key concerns  
Visual impairment, audio impairment, dyslexia, motor impairment (use of 

keyboard/mouse), technical restrictions  

Our oblgation  
1. Equality Act 2010. 

2. To make reasonable adjustments to ensure that people who are disabled are 

not put at a substantial disadvantage. 

3. Anticipatory not reactive.  
 

Guidelines  
Internet guidelines are lengthy and contradictory, there are a few simple rules to stick 

to when creating things for the web (the most relevant for our purpose).  

Formatting  

1. Create Word documents with headings (from the style menu) and export to PDF 

with accessibility settings to preserve document structure and create a heading 
tree for easy navigation. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbkiUw-uhVE  

2. Avoid serif fonts that merge letters (dyslexia). The preferred font is Verdana. 

3. Avoid over-capitalisation, italicisation or underline for emphasis. Use bold 

instead. Capitals and italics are hard to read (dyslexia), underline is typically 

reserved for links.  

4. Do not use full justification in documents (dyslexia).  

5. Avoid long paragraphs. Use bullets where appropriate (dyslexia).  
6. When using lists integrate a description/the number of items in the preceding 

text. E.g. Choose one of the following ten options. (Screen magnifier/ Screen-

reader software)  

7. Use appropriate punctuation. Screen readers pause at full stops, briefly at 

commas, but pronounce other punctuation fully (e.g. – as ‘dash’ so use 

appropriately in text).  
8. Do not reference by colour (colour blindness) and avoid using red or green 

together as sole indicators (i.e. do not say: click the red button).  

9. Always expand the first occurrence of any abbreviation.  

Web 

10.Use descriptive links. Don’t use 'click here'. Use a descriptive link. Avoid links 

with the same name.  

1. Include warnings of file sizes and file types for downloading. 

2. Ensure any non-text material has a text equivalent (e.g. multimedia).  
3. Keep image files small in file-size (never use an image straight from your 

camera) and always include a description (screen readers).  

4. Use the 'alt=' attribute for images (required), and for complex images (e.g. 

charts) include description in the main text.  

5. Summaries should be provided for data tables  with the 'summary=' attribute or 

include detailed description in main text.  

1. Do not use tables for layout. Only use them for data, with appropriate heading 
cells.  

2. Break consecutive links using a bulleted list or separation character (| > - ,).  

3. If links are embedded within multimedia/flash content, ensure these links feature 

in plain text outside the embedded material.  

4. Contrasting colours (using the WAI contrast/colour ratios guidelines). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbkiUw-uhVE&list=UUr6qOl6u4TKyZhheh1g8o0Q
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